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FIRE chiefs have called on motorists to take more care after being called to nine separate crashes
in Wrexham and Flintshire since the weekend.  Among them was the fatal death of a motorcyclist
and numerous casualties with serious injuries.

Ian Williams, North Wales fire service’s county operations manager for Wrexham, said: "On
average, nearly nine people die every day driving on Britain's roads.
The main causes of road traffic collisions tend to be driving at speed, not slowing down on wet
roads, poor car maintenance, tyre blow-outs, driving under the influence of drink and drugs and a
lack of concentration. By reducing your speed you will also give yourself extra time to respond to
hazards – every driver can make a difference just by slowing down a few miles per hour and
observing speed limits. All drivers need to be made aware that when they are driving they have a
responsibility for others road users and their passengers."

"North Wales Fire and Rescue Service and North Wales Police are working in partnership with
Road Safety Teams to reinforce the need for drivers and other road users to take responsibility for
their own safety and that of other road users. We utilise a number of initiatives in partnership
with other emergency services and local authorities in order to drive down road traffic
collisions in North Wales."

He added that young drivers were more likely to be involved in a road accident than any other age
group."

The PPP comments … . Ian Williams is quoting collision causes some of which we don’t
believe. His organisation has been part of the Arrive Alive ‘partnership’ since October 2001.
In that time they have been party to the persecution of over 400,000 motorists in North
Wales using mobile speed cameras and until recently have practically ignored the other
more serious causes of serious and fatal collisions.

All the fatal incidents in North Wales over this time will have been subject to both police
investigation and a coroner’s inquest. In his position he should be aware of the most

detailed analysis of these over 300 deaths. We need to know the raw data, WE can then
judge what the real causes are and if his partnership has the right policies and priorities.

The annual KSI rate varies by +/- 20% which in statistical terms means OUT OF
CONTROL. We challenge the Daily Post to obtain, publish and comment on these figures.

The following story from the Daily Mail this week show the dramatic TEN fold increase in
speeding fines in North Wales out of all proportion and the sixth highest in the country

The huge hike in the number of motorists being trapped is a direct result of an increase in the
number of cameras. Britain is officially the speed camera capital of Europe.
There are 5,562 roadside speed cameras, compared with 1,935 as recently as 2000. Over the
same period, mobile speed traps have increased from just 173 to 2,373.
Following a recent Government U-turn, speed-camera partnerships - comprising councils, police
and the courts - no longer receive a penny from cameras.
Instead, the millions generated go directly into Treasury coffers. The Government then makes
road safety grants to local councils.(who are now SOLELY responsible for road safety priorities)



The data below is directly from North Wales police management information … we have
displayed only the data for the period from Jan 01 to date. We have highlighted the start of
unusual trends including the adverse effects of Arrive Alive’s activities from October 2001.

The 2010 target may well have been bettered in 2002 if the distorted and
abusive speed camera campaign had never been conceived!

or understanding of the problems or policies needed.



The above data is from NWPF management information … it shows clearly the adverse
trends in removing dangerous drivers from our roads. ONLY 3 summons in a year!. We
all see dangerous driving on our rural, urban and major roads and we all know of the
steady toll of death and injury amongst our young drivers. The PPP believe that all the
above data represents a major failure by North Wales Police to address the real
problems and distort the facts to suit their skewed priorities.



The Data below is from NWPF management information … it clearly shows the adverse
trends in KSI children. We have only shown the data from October 2001 when Arrive
Alive commenced operations. Again the adverse trend is clear and no improvement
occurred for 3 years and we are now back where we began. Previously the highly
positive trend was close to the 2010 target, which in any case was not based on any
deep thinking or understanding of the causes (incl. the long term 4%/annum
improvement) or the policies needed to achieve any further improvement

The PPP are heartily sick of the misinformation and self congratulatory clap trap from
North Wales police and the Police authority on the issue of road Safety and crime in
general. We feel it is an insult to ALL those dead and injured on our roads and to the
majority of caring and considerate drivers who have been abused by Brunstrom’s
policies.

We challenge our elected representatives and the media to deal with the issue once
and for all.


